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Skills
Communication

Dissertation

Organisation
Analytical
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Valentino

Hard-Working
Attention to Detail
Passionate
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Researcher

Education
BA (HONS) Fashion Brand Marketing
University of Huddersfield
Predicted 1:1
UAL Level 3 Extended Diploma In Fashion
Macclesfield College
Distincition
GCSES
Bramhall High School
8 A*-C Incl Maths and English
EBAAC Qualification
Bronze Duke of Edinburugh

Experience

IT Skills
Microsoft Office
package
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Photoshop
Oracle Responsys
Magento and
Linnworks
Shopify
Google Analytics
Zoom

Public Desire
Marketing Assistant
June 2019-Feb 2020

-Social media manager for campaign launch of Hella Cute
-Solely responsible for group of influencers
-responsible for creating influencer content through gifting
-Responsible for organising key event days like Lovebox festival and
world vegan day
-Responsible for coordinating , planning and running Competitions
-Planned Promotional content for the month ahead and generated codes
for
Unidays e.c.t.
-Seo Analysis and Copywriting for the blog and website descriptions
-Online merchandising sale categories
-Responsible for assisting with styling of social imagery
-Solely responsible for Twitter and Facebook pages, creating content and
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posting and captions.

Final Major Project
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My Final Major Project was self-directed, and I
decided I wanted to create a solution to the Uk’s
build-up of fashion waste, particularly for H&M.
After research I discovered H&M had one of the
largest volumes of fashion waste because of
Returns, Covid, Brexit and many more factors.
I came up with the sub brand H&M Green, that
would focus on reducing H&M’s waste through
selling it on a separate platform. H&M Green
would sell the garment collection scheme stock
gathered by H&M, as well as deadstock, returns
and overproduction. This stock is then
sorted into Re-sold pieces that can be sold as is,
and Re-worked pieces that are damaged stock
turned into new garments.
For the project I created a ‘Brand Roadmap’
which houses the brand information, background
and guidelines, as well as the marketing strategy
for the first year, and the integrated social media
strategy. This initiative is needed in the UK and
something that other fashion brands can
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implement.
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Advanced Fashion Practice
The starting point for this project was an exhibition
titled ‘Body Beautiful: Diversity On The Catwalk’, which
explored how fashion creatives are embracing
Inclusivity and Body Positivity, By exploring five key
themes: Size, Gender, Age, Race and Disability. From
this I then based my project surrounding the issues of
retouching models in the industry, creating unrealistic
beauty expectations.
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I curated a marketing campaign titled
“#StopTheHypocrispy’ for the British Fashion Council.
The campaign was a collaboration between TK Maxx
and Graduate Fashion Week. The campaign included,
events at Graduate Fashion Week, T-shirts designed by
graduates sold in TK Maxx, and an integrated social
media campaign. The overall aim of this campaign was
to put a stop to fashion retouching, through a
campaign that makes fashion brands unable to ignore
and forced to join forces.
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T-Shirts Designed by Anna May Salad
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Dissertation
My dissertation was titled “From Criminality to
Collaboration, The History Of The Fashion
Bootleg”, and explored the origins of the
bootleg and how it rose to popularity through
culture. The dissertation then examined the
demise of the fashion bootleg due to legal
issues and the recent re-emergence of the
fashion bootleg across the world , and explores
the opinions and industry’s response to the
fashion bootleg.
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Looking at important themes such as Dapper
Dan and the Hip-Hop culture of the 80s in
Harlem, New York, Rave culture in the 90s, the
haute couture fashion brands in the 90s, and
the refusal to associate with Hip-Hop stars.
Then exploring the market stalls in Post-Soviet
Russia and knockoff vs art vs fake culture.
Finally looking at post 2000’s bootlegs, and
brands like Vetements and Supreme that have
found popularity and success in the revival of
the bootleg.
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Public Desire
My placement year I worked at Fast fashion footwear
brand Public Desire as the ‘Marketing Assistant’. My role
included working across :
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-Daily posting to Facebook and Twitter
-Instagram captions and organising post schedule
-In charge of organising competitions and forming brand
relationships
-Assisted in the styling of 2 social shoots weekly
-Prop and location sourcing for shoots
-Set designer for capsule collections
-Organised shoot lists and requesting stock
-Creating weekly blog posts
-In charge of staff sample sales
-Got Public Desire PETA certification
-Organised vegan day activities including staff lunch,
Q+A with a Vegan Blogger, and created social content.
-Creating Xmas gifting content for bloggers
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-Daily email scheduling for UK and USA using Oracle
Responsys
-Analysing email success and planning Monthly content
calendar
-In charge of Promotional codes weekly across website,
Unidays and partners
-Writing Website copy
-Merchandising sale categories
-Incorporating Seo Keywords
-In charge of influencer gifting
-Promoted to Social Media Executive for 2 weeks
launching a clothing and footwear campaign across all
social media.
-Liaising with Paid social agency
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Valentino Brand Marketing Plan
This project was to create “an illustrated report for
brand marketing for Valentino AW19”. I created
the concept ‘glamorous defiance’ that encourages
the consumer to ‘defy the expectations’ and
challenges the consumer to think about Valentino’s
environmental impact.
The marketing plan focuses on bringing awareness
to a detox campaign and also attracted a new
generation of consumers and increased their social
media presence.
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Using marketing tactics such as advertising across
print and digital, celebrity endorsement and a
pop-up retail setting. A hashtag campaign has also
been used across social media to integrate the
campaign, and the celebrity endorsement will also
create social media content.
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Thanks for Reading
Click to see my Social Media

All images are not mine and have been found via the brands I’ve included. All work is for educational purposes!!
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